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ABSTRACT
Data scientists need analytical tools and algorithms, whether commercial or open source, and will always have some favourites. But how do you decide when to use what? And how can you integrate their use to your maximum advantage? This paper provides best practices for deploying both SAS® and open-source analytical tools to increase productivity and efficiency in your enterprise ecosystem. Further, an example is provided of an analytical business flow for marketing using SAS and R algorithms in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ for developing a predictive model, and then operationalizing and automating that model for scoring, performance monitoring and retraining. There are also suggestions for using Python and SAS integration in a Jupyter Notebook environment. Seeing these examples will help you decide how to improve your analytics with similar integration of SAS and open source.

INTRODUCTION
This paper provides you with some examples to show the goodness of using open source and SAS in an enterprise ecosystem. Working in an open environment with various tools brings some challenges. It sometimes becomes more difficult to execute models in production quickly without extensive recoding. It can also become more challenging to automate the complete business flow for model management and to enable governance and lineage for analytics. SAS provides the analytical platform that connects the dots in the model lifecycle and helps “productionize” open-source models.

Some of the main benefits of SAS and open source working together:

- Freedom to use your language of choice as a data scientist, work collaboratively, and be able to exchange the resources and the analytical assets within the organization.
- Operationalize and automate the execution of your open source and SAS models in production quickly and increase the value gained from analytics.
- A transparent and easy-to-monitor analytical process and the governance and lineage for your models.

You will find an example of a campaign propensity use case in SAS® 9.4 using SAS® Enterprise Miner™ and SAS® Decision Manager for operationalizing open source R models and also the use of Jupyter notebook for accessing these models via REST and running post analysis in Python.

PREREQUISITES
For R integration on SAS 9.4, you will need to install R and the required packages on the server where SAS Enterprise Miner resides and set the required environment parameters such as R_HOME and RLANG. The details for the installation and configuration can be found on SAS Communities portal when you search for R integration.

For Python integration on SAS 9.4, you will need to install Python and SASPy package to execute SAS code in Jupyter Notebook. The package and the instructions can be found under SASPy repository on GitHub. For Python integration on SAS® Viya™, you would install the package in python-swat repository on GitHub. This paper will only include examples for SAS 9.4.

STEP-BY-STEP ANALYTICS WITH SAS AND OPEN SOURCE
You will find the analytical steps of a marketing use case that builds a campaign propensity model for buying an organic product using SAS and open-source analytics. Open Source Integration node in SAS Enterprise Miner will be used for creating R models and making them production-ready. The use case will include one-click registration of models into SAS Decision Manager with the unique model ID that will enable the business users to track the performance of campaign models in production.
The marketing data includes customer demographics and historical purchase information about different products. The purchase event is flagged as 1/0 and stored in the variable called “Target”. The sample dataset and the code snippets shared in the paper are available on GitHub under enlighten-integration repository.

STEP 1. BUILD PRODUCTION MODELS IN SAS® ENTERPRISE MINER™

The Open Source Integration node enables the execution of R code within SAS Enterprise Miner. This node transfers the data, the metadata, and the results automatically between two systems. It facilitates multitasking in R by running models in parallel. The Open Source Integration node enables certain R models to be translated into SAS DATA step code and deployed in production.

The default setting for the output mode in the Open Source Integration node is “PMML”, which is an open standard. The R models that are tested and supported for PMML mode are “lm”, “rpart”, “glm”, “multinom”, “nnet” and “kmeans”. You can type in any R code in the code editor of Open Source Integration node when you set the output mode to “Merge” or “None” in the parameter panel. In this paper, the PMML mode is used as it provides a strong integration for model management and automation.

There are some built-in macros in Open Source Integration node such as &EMR_MODEL, &EMR_CLASS_TARGET, &EMR_NUM_INPUT that make the coding in R easier for the data scientists. Instead of hardcoding the variable names, the metadata for the input variables can be managed by SAS nodes, which makes the modeling process more transparent and easier to follow.

A simple example for calling R Regression model (glm) in Open Source Integration node:

```r
# Regression model
library(glm2)
library(pmm1)
&EMR_MODEL <- glm(&EMR_CLASS_TARGET ~ &EMR_CLASS_INPUT + &EMR_NUM_INPUT,
data= &EMR_IMPORT_DATA, family= binomial())
```

A simple example for calling R Decision Tree model (rpart) in Open Source Integration node:

```r
# Decision Tree model
library(rpart)
library(pmm1)
&EMR_MODEL <- rpart(&EMR_CLASS_TARGET ~ &EMR_CLASS_INPUT + &EMR_NUM_INPUT,
data= &EMR_IMPORT_DATA, method = "class")
```

You can create Ensemble models by joining SAS and R models in SAS Enterprise Miner while searching for better accuracy. In the example below, SAS Decision Tree and R Regression models are joined in the Ensemble node:

![Figure 1. Developing R and SAS Models in SAS® Enterprise Miner™](image)

As a result of the model build process with PMML, a DATA step score code is generated automatically, which is ready to be deployed in production.
A snippet of the generated code in the Open Source Integration node:

```plaintext
if missing("DemGender"n) then do;
   PSCR_WARN = 1;
end;
else do;
   "PSCR_AP0"n = "DemGender"n;
   if ( "PSCR_AP0"n not in ( 'F', 'M', 'U' ) ) then do;
      PSCR_WARN = 1;
   end;
end;
...
```

The final step is the comparison of all models and selection of the champion to be deployed in production:

![Figure 2. The Comparison of R and SAS Models in SAS® Enterprise Miner™](image)

One of the reports generated by Model Comparison node is the Cumulative Captured Response chart shown on the left. It gives you the response rate for each decile ordered by the probability score. If you want to target top 20% of your customer base, you can explore the response rate for that percentile, which is around 65.4% in this example. The Lift chart on the right shows how better this response is compared to a random selection.

The results for the Ensemble model and SAS Decision Tree model are very close. You might set the Ensemble model as the champion to see how the automation will be handled for the combination of R and SAS model. And the SAS Decision Tree model can be set as the challenger in SAS Decision Manager.

The modeling process is now completed. In the next step, you will execute the key components in SAS Enterprise Miner to enable the lineage and automation for R and SAS models.

**STEP 2. ONE-CLICK AUTOMATION AND LINEAGE**

SAS automatically generates and stores a universally unique identifier (modelUUID) for all models including the R models. Using this Model ID, when you want to monitor the performance of your campaign and evaluate the impact of the analytical model on the response rate, you will be able to trace it back even in a very complex and large-scale marketing environment where you execute hundreds of models with
different versions. This feature would also be beneficial for regulated industries like banking where you need to explain the reasons for your decisions.

You can export your model into SAS Decision Manager with one-click using the built-in SAS macros for model development and monitoring.

Figure 3. The Simple Flow Providing Model Lineage and Automation in SAS Enterprise Miner

The unique model ID is automatically extracted from SAS Metadata when you execute your score code in SAS.

If you run in-database scoring, you can create the model ID in your output table by including the following code in the scoring editor of the SAS Code node that is connected to the champion model:

Figure 4. The SAS Code to Save the Unique Model ID for In-Database Scoring

The final node in the diagram above (One-Click to Manage) exports and registers your model into SAS Decision Manager.

The three parameters that will be used by %MM_Register macro are assigned at the beginning of the code in SAS Code node:

Figure 5. The One-Click Export SAS Code (Part-1) for Assigning the Parameters
The last part of the code in SAS Code node is a generic code that is parametric and can be used for exporting any model directly from SAS Enterprise Miner into SAS Decision Manager:

Figure 6. The One-Click Export SAS Code (Part 2) for Exporting and Registering

This champion model is now stored in SAS Decision Manager, ready to be published and monitored.

STEP 3. MONITOR PERFORMANCE OF OPEN SOURCE MODELS

SAS Decision Manager is the centralized management environment for all the models that could be developed within different departments of your organization.

Figure 7. The Enterprise-Level Management of SAS and R Models in SAS

You can view the models that you exported to your &MM_Folder, which is set as a parameter in the SAS Code node in SAS Enterprise Miner. You can also import models from SPK files (SAS package) which enables the retraining functionality of R models in SAS Decision Manager:
You find the unique model ID (UUID) in the System tab of the model in SAS Decision Manager:

The same ID is generated in the output table when you execute the score code:

You can now build the monitoring jobs and start tracking the performance of R and SAS models. You can either use the GUI or MM macros to accomplish this task.
Monitoring the deviations in input characteristics and performance changes in time:

Figure 11. Model Performance Reports Generated for SAS® and R Models

There is a degradation in the performance of the Ensemble model when you look at the difference in Gini between the Q1 and Q3. SAS Decision Manager creates alerts when the models degenerate and sends notifications to pre-assigned users so that they can execute the retraining process or retire the model. The retraining can also be triggered automatically.

The next step will show the retraining of R models in SAS.

STEP 4. RETRAIN OPEN SOURCE MODELS

After importing the R model from SPK file, you define the retraining job in SAS Decision Manager and decide if the retrained model will be added to the existing version or to a new version.

Figure 12. Set up a Retrain Job for R Rpart Model

After the execution, the final list of SAS and R models in SAS Decision Manager are updated to include the retrained models which are automatically renamed with the time stamp:

Figure 13. The List in SAS Decision Manager Including Retrained R and SAS Models
You can now compare the existing and retrained model and publish the one that performs better into production (in SAS or in-database) using the publish task in SAS Decision Manager or run the model in real-time.

In the next step, an example for an ad hoc analysis on model scores for Python developers is given.

**STEP 5. AD HOC ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION MODELS FROM PYTHON**

You can download the module called SASPy from GitHub to connect to SAS 9.4 from Python. SASPy is a package that provides Python APIs to SAS and opens up all the data manipulation and analytical capabilities of your SAS System to the Python interface. It also supports the distributed computing. You can start a session and run SAS analytics from Python through the object-oriented methods. You can also use Jupyter magics which are available with the SASPy package and enable you to submit your SAS code to your SAS session from Python kernel. SASPy allows you to work in collaboration and utilize both SAS and Python skills for analytics.

In this example, you will see the usage of "sas_magic" to execute SAS code and Python together in Jupyter notebook.

```
# Load SAS magic from saspy package:
load_ext saspy.sas_magic

The saspy.sas_magic extension is already loaded. To reload it, use:
  %reloadd_ext saspy.sas_magic

Available line magics:
   %sas_magic %sas_magic_read %sas_magic_write %sas_magic_readwrite %sas_magic_remove %sas_magic_configure %sas_magic_install %sas_magic_uninstall %sas_magic_list %sas_magic_move %sas_magic_copy %sas_magic_count %sas_magic_rename %sas_magic_readwrite %sas_magic_remove %sas_magic_configure %sas_magic_install %sas_magic_uninstall %sas_magic_list %sas_magic_move %sas_magic_copy %sas_magic_count

Available cell magics:
   %sas_magic %sas_magic_read %sas_magic_write %sas_magic_readwrite %sas_magic_remove %sas_magic_configure %sas_magic_install %sas_magic_uninstall %sas_magic_list %sas_magic_move %sas_magic_copy %sas_magic_count %sas_magic_rename %sas_magic_readwrite %sas_magic_remove %sas_magic_configure %sas_magic_install %sas_magic_uninstall %sas_magic_list %sas_magic_move %sas_magic_copy %sas_magic_count

# SAS magic is ON; % prefix IS NOT needed for line magic.

% PROJECTS models$ = \"http://sasova.demo.sas.com/SASContentServer/repository/default/NodeManager/FRoot/Marketing\";

filename output \"/home/random/mynamespace.sas\";

proc http
  method=GET
  url=\"\$PROJECTS models\";
  headers:
    \"Accept\" = \"application/json\";
run;
```

**Figure 15. Import SAS Package for Calling SAS® Code in Python from Jupyter Notebook**

When you include %%SAS magic at the top of the cell in your Jupyter notebook, you can execute any SAS code within that cell. In the example below, you extract the list of all projects in the repository under the Marketing folder, which also includes “New_Product_Propensity” project.

```
%SAS
% PROJECTS models$ = \"http://sasova.demo.sas.com/SASContentServer/repository/default/NodeManager/FRoot/Marketing\";

filename output \"/home/random/mynamespace.sas\";

proc http
  method=GET
  url=\"\$PROJECTS models\";
  headers:
    \"Accept\" = \"application/json\";
run;
```

**Figure 16. The REST Call to Extract List of Analytical Projects in Marketing Repository**

When you find the name of your project on that list, you can rerun the same code by updating the path in the “PROJECTS modelsURL” until you extract the name of the full path for the score code.

You then import the score code on your local drive via the following REST call:
In the next step, you run an ad hoc analysis on your historical campaign data sets. You join data from different time periods and score all of them to run a seasonality analysis:

Using Python, you can experiment new data from web or other external sources to search for new correlations with campaign responses. As an example, you can extract the weather information from web and analyze the temperature impact on your target:

You might run further analysis to investigate your temperature-sensitive products, such as record players (might be preferred more in cold weather accompanied by wine) or bicycles (less tempting in rainy seasons) or dehumidifiers (more demand in summer when the laundry doesn’t dry indoors) and so on.

As a Python coder, you can extract this information and run quick tests. If you decide that some of the new variables will add value to your production model, you can then automate the extraction process. The utilization of different tools and skills in the organization will bring flexibility that promotes collaboration and innovation which improves your analytical efficiency.

CONCLUSION

This paper provides examples to demonstrate the integration of open source analytics and SAS 9.4 using a marketing use case. SAS serves as the enterprise platform that enables and integrates different tools and skillsets within the organization including open source, provides a collaborative working environment and automates the analytical life cycle which would ultimately increase the value you get from analytics.
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